THE DENE NATION APPROACH TO WATER CO-GOVERNANCE

CO‐DESIGN MEANS:
WE DEFINE THE GOALS, MANDATE AND PROGRAMS
OF THE CWA TOGETHER.
WE IMPLEMENT IT TOGETHER.
WE BUILD STRONG INSTITUTIONS TOGETHER.
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HOW FEDERAL LEGISLATION IS MADE
Can Change, Has Been Changed, Can Change More!

Very, Very Hard to Change

THE FEDERAL LAW‐MAKING PROCESS AND ASSOCIATED SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
POLICY DEVELOPMENT

CABINET APPROVAL OF POLICY

DRAFTING

HOUSE OF COMMONS

CABINET APPROVAL OF BILL

Consultation with PCO: Operations Branch, Machinery of
Government (where applicable), L&HP, Regulatory Affairs

Speech from the Throne,
Budgets, Obligations Arising
from International
Agreements, Royal
Commissions, Political
Platforms, Preliminary Policy
Research/Analysis Inputs,
Analysis by Officials, Proposals
from Academics/Public Policy
Organizations, Proposals from
Ministers, Proposals from
Stakeholders, Obligations
Arising from
Federal/Provincial
Agreements

Departmental Analysis
and Planning
/Ministerial Approval to
Proceed with Policy
Consultations

Prime Minister
Reviews and
Approves Machinery
Related Issues where
Applicable

Ministerial
Decision on
Policy Options
and
Recommended
Federal Response

Preparation of
Policy MC
(including
drafting
instructions)

commitments to Indigenous
Nations and Governments as
priorities evolve (eg. Mid‐term
commitment to rights
framework), existing policy
commitments (i.e. Cabinet
Directives), directions from
legal decisions (e.g. TMX;
Tsilquot'in), statements and
requests from Indigenous
Nations (IN)

INDIGENOUS
SCOPE: Federal law‐making
must be a co‐drafting process
where Indigenous interests are
within scope of proposed law.

Interdepartmental
Consultation on
MC

DM/Senior
Mgmt
Approval of
MC

Approval of MC
by Sponsoring
Minister and
Transmittal of
Package to PCO

Briefing of
Committee
Chair by
PCO

Consideration
of MC by
Cabinet
Committee
/PCO issues

Cabinet
Ratification of CR
PCO issues RD

Drafting /Preparation of bill
language by DOJ Legislation
Section Drafting Team,
Sponsoring Department, and
Department Legal Services Unit

Preparation of
Consultation Plans and
Materials as Required

1. INITIAL ANALYSIS
AND APPROVAL
PATHWAY: There are
now 3 pathways, not
just one (from dept ). 1.
Bill 262 UNDRIP law
creates legal
commitment to co‐
drafting where law is
about IN issues. (co‐
drafting is BAU on listed
topics) 2.Minister meets
regularly with INs
elected leaders devise
common proposals or
proposals 3. Officials
meet with IN officials
and devise common
proposals for approval
by their systems.
PROCESS: a Fed‐IN
Working Group (JWG) is
struck. Leads processes.
CONSULTATION:Engage
ment by govts (co‐
public and IN) with
outsiders on policy
consultations.

2. TRANSPARENCY:
PM can still do this,
but Bill 262 should
be de minimus
approach. Minister
should have
approval to co‐draft
already in place
(either BAU or
unique situation), so
this shouldn't be
much of an issue.
However, If PM has a
machinery issue,
should be
transparent about
this with lead
Minister and the
concerns should be
conveyed and
negotiated BY
Minister To INs (to
WG). Not a
unilateral,
confidential matter.

Final Approval
of bill by
Appropriate
Senior Officials
in the
sponsoring
Department

Review and
Sign‐Off of
bill by
Sponsoring
Minister

Review of bill
by Government
House Leader
(GHL)

GHL seeks
delegated
authority from
Cabinet to
approve the bill
for
introduction

PCO issues MC‐
bill

GHL gives
Notice of
Introduction

3. JOINT
DECISION: This
decision
becomes a joint
between IN
Chief(s) and
Minister. They
empower a Joint
Working Group
(JWG) that
scopes the policy
options and the
leadership
(Minister, C‐in‐
Assembly) assess
policy options
and decide on a
preferred
approach that
they feel they can
support and
recommend
within their
systems.

FEEDBACK FROM OTHERS

4. JOINT
WORKING
GROUP: The JWG
prepares policy
MC and drafting
instructions. The
JWG has all
relevant fed
departments and
their
lawyers/experts,
plus equal
number INs and
their
lawyers/experts.
JWG has
confidentiality
rules (e.g.
information and
status stays
within each
system until
mutual
agreement on
more public
release, etc.)

POLICY CO‐DEVELOPMENT

CONFIRMATION BY HIGHEST DECISION‐MAKERS IN BOTH SYSTEMS

5. JOINT INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
CONSULTATIONS: JWG members
take the MC to their systems and
consult, share results back with
JWG. The creation of an external
Stakeholder's Advisory Group makes
sense here, either by the federal
government, the INs, either or both.
This information is brought back to
JWG by Federal and INs JWG
members. This process is predicated
on good faith, that everyone is
committed to working towards the
development of a draft bill baserd
on fundamentals within Policy MC.
Note current co‐development
approaches do not share all aspects
of Policy MC, just main descriptive
aspects.

6. INTERNAL APPROVALS: Political oversight constant
and ongoing, each side goes through their own
internal approvals, these may result in proposals to
modify the Policy MC, decisions are not unilateral
from either system, but are brought back as issues to
be addressed by JWG. Within federal sysatem, PCO
retains their role as advisors to Cabinet. JWG does not
see Transmittal Package, Committee Briefing, PCO
Briefings etc. However, the assumption is that both
systems support the original Policy MC and advocate
for it in this stage of the internal review. Therefore, if
there are issues raised by DM/Senior Mgmt,
Committee, PCO then the JWG must have the
opportunity to address these matters before it goes to
Cabinet (JWG addresses and it goes back to PCO). If
PCO issues persist, JWG must be made aware of this
before it goes to Cabinet, even if they are
unresolvable. Within IN system, similar approach in
that IN decision‐making systems may be confidential
in themselves, but decisions, and the concerns behind
the decisions, will be shared with WG so they can try
to resolve.

7. FINAL
APPROVAL: JWG
receives direction
from Cabinet and
Chiefs‐in‐
Assembly (from
DM and IN lead).
WG does not see
RD or internal
Chiefs approvals
documents. If
changes are
significant ,INs
may need to
revisit within
their system. This
process could
happen more than
once in order to
reach agreement
necessary at WG
level to move
onto the next step
at political level
(Cabinet‐IN).

CABINET AND IN APPROVAL OF POLICY

CO‐DRAFTING MODIFICATIONS

CO‐DRAFTING

8. CO‐DRAFTING: this is a critical
stage of the process, one that is
normally reserved solely for
federal drafting lawyers.
However, these lawyer should be
on the joint working group and
this task can be done jointly. The
reason this matters is that the
translation from drafting
instructions to words in a bill is
often fraught with challenges
and key negotiations happen at
this time. Also, concepts are
often clarified at this point. If
federal lawyers are engaged in
this process outside the JWG
process, the tendency is to
become entrenched in their
language choices. Also the
tendency is to treat the rationale
behind the language choice as
confidential. This means that the
JWG will not he able to solve the
problem in a collaborative
fashion. Often, joint materials
are also developed (Q&As,
speeches, etc.)

9. OFFICIALS'
APPROVALS:
This stage
should be
unnecessary, as
JWG members
will have
engaged
regularly with
each of their
senior officials
in order to reach
this stage, in
agreement. The
expectation is
that any
concerns held
by senior
officials will be
brought back to
the JWG to
address.

CO‐DRAFTING

CO‐SIGN OFF

FEDERAL MECHANISMS

NOTICE

10.
POLITICAL
SIGN‐OFF: IN
and Minister
sign off.
Minister
sponsors bill,
IN(s)
indicates
support for
bill.

11. INTERNAL FEDERAL and INDIGENOUS MECHANISMS:
these mechanisms are unlikely to change however any
modifications to the bill introduced in these steps
should be communicated back to the joint working
group to address.
CABINET AND INDIGENOUS SYSTEM CONFIDENTIALITY:
At any time before the bill is released by the government
(12), Cabinet or Chiefs will weigh in on the acceptability
of the elements of the bill, and this information (not the
actual Cabinet or Chiefs statements, but just general
direction) make it back down to the drafting table
through the officials. Confidentiality of Cabinet or
Indigenous governments is NEVER violated...it’s that
revised direction is given to the officials at the JWG
drafting table. This can happen at any step along the
way, from both Federal and IN sides.

12. END OF
JOINT
PROCESS:
Parliamentary
Process begins.
WG is no
longer
involved. INs
are involved
only as they
would be on
any other bill.
S.35
consultation
may ensue
with some or
all INs.

APPROVAL OF BILL BY CHIEFS‐IN‐ASSEMBLY

Introduction
and First
Reading
(House of
Commons)

Second
Reading
(House of
Commons)

Committee
Stage (House
of
Commons)

Report
Stage
(House of
Commons)

Third
Reading
(House of
Commons)

First
Reading
(Senate)

Second
Reading
(Senate)

Committee
Stage
(Senate)

Third
Reading
(Senate)

Second Reading Preparation
Review Legislative Plan
Committee Stage Preparation
Second Reading Prep
Report Stage Preparation
Committee Stage Preparation
Third Reading Preparation
Third Reading Preparation

Preparation of Legislative Support Materials: Clause by clause analysis, Issues
Papers, Generals Q's and A's, Minister's and Sponsoring Senator's Speeches,
Supporting MP's and Senator's Speeches
Preparation of Public
Communications Materials: Highlights Sheets, Backgrounder, Minister's Press
Conference Remarks, Materials for Parliamentarians and Media Briefings, Press
Releases, Any other Communications Materials needed

JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

EXPANDED POLICY
SOURCES : Political

Minister's Press Conference,
Briefings to Parliamentarians,
Media Briefings

Review of bill by PCO: L&HP,
Operations, Machinery of
Government, Regulatory Affairs

Ongoing Informal and Ad Hoc Stakeholder
and Intergovernmental Consultation Re:
Policies and Specific Legislative Proposals

POLICY SOURCES :

SENATE

Ongoing Public Communication, Media Relations,
Parliamentary Liaison Activities

Royal Assent

Implementation
Activities:
Distribution of
Notice, Press
Releases, etc.,
Preparation and
Approval of
Order(s) in
Clouncil to bring
Act into force (if
applicable),
Administrative
changes,
Training, etc.

Regulation
Making
Process

Post
Enactment
Review

PARLIAMENTARY PROCESS IS UNALTERED: the reason for this is twofold: this is the step at which the government discharges any duty to consult but it may have. Also, this is the step that
safeguards parliamentary privilege. Parliamentary privilege begins once a bill has been handed over from “the government” to parliamentarians. Before that time, the government can
create a bill in any way it chooses, including formally or informally consulting or engaging with anyone. Once the government has completed the proposed bill and it hands it over, then
privilege kicks in. So, co‐drafting doesn’t threaten parliamentary privilege.
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